be fixed right away.

To make things worse, the second U.S. sled suffered the embarrassment of finishing behind the Jamaicans, by one one-hundredth of a seconds. You can consider the result either good for the Jamaicans, who still hit the side walls sometimes, or bad for the Americans. I must honestly say that the side walls sometimes, or bad for the one one-hundredth of a seconds. You of finishing behind the Jamaicans, by the time was the fate of returning Unusual events in figure skating the career lead in points among MIT women. place ahead of Maureen Fahey '90, whom Casserberg surpassed for scorer, finishing her career with 11 points. Her final game left her result in a horrendous 29 percent average for MIT this game. ending the first half, 51-27. During the first half, Babson shot an STAFFREPORTER To make things worse, the second

**Women's Hoops Ends with Loss**

By Thomas Kettler

The MIT women's basketball team finished the season with a disappointing performance against the Babson Beavers in the New England Women's Eight conference tournament losing 88-56. The loss left the teams 10-4 overall, and 1-6 in the conference. The game was lost in the last first half when the Engineers fell behind, ending the half, 51-27. During the first half, Babson shot an incredible 56 percent from the floor while MIT only shot 32 percent. In the second half, Babson shot 43 percent, but the Engineers did not take advantage of this slip, shooting a terrible 27 percent. This resulted in a horrendous 29 percent average for MIT this game.

For Casserberg, finishing fourth was high scorer, finishing her career with 11 points. Her final game left her with 197 total points, which puts her ninth on the career list, one place ahead of Maureen Fahey '90, whom Casserberg surpassed for the career lead in points among MIT women.

Casserberg also led the team in rebounds with nine, while the other starting forward C.J. Donee '95 and starting center Kristin Ralf '95 tied for second with eight rebounds each.

Casserberg said, "We played a pretty good game. We had a really poor shooting percentage. That was the difference."